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Abstract. We use a new general-purpose model of neutral evolution of

genotypes to make quantitative comparisons of diversity and adaptive
evolutionary activity as a function of mutation rate among two versions
of Packard's Bugs model and their neutral shadows. Comparing diversity and evolutionary activity of all these models across the mutation rate
spectrum shows that the generic neutral model may have broad applicability in discovering quantitative laws involving adaptive evolutionary
activity in di erent evolving systems.

1 The Need for a Generic Neutral Model
Adaptive evolution is thought to produce much of the order and functionality
evident in complex systems [9, 7, 5], but it is often dicult to distinguish adaptive change from other evolutionary phenomena such as random genetic drift
and architectural necessity [6, 10], and some even question whether adaptations
can be objectively identi ed at all [6]. Recent progress on identifying adaptive
evolutionary phenomena includes Bedau and Packard's statistical methods for
measuring adaptive evolutionary activity. Here, we apply these methods to the
problem of determining how adaptive evolutionary activity depends on mutation
rate. Our ultimate aim is to develop methods for objectively identifying and measuring adaptive evolutionary activity in all evolutionary systems, both natural
and arti cial, so that we can seek universal laws of adaptive evolutionary activity. Here, we test such a method, applied at the level of whole genotypes, in the
context of two simple models of sensory-motor evolution. But the same method
can be applied at other levels of analysis in other evolutionary systems. The
ultimate signi cance of this work comes from the possibility of quantitatively
comparing evolutionary adaptations across all evolving systems.
The centerpiece of our method is Bedau and Packard's evolutionary activity
statistics. (We also measure system diversity, D, which is simply the number of
di erent genotypes present in a system at a given time.) Detailed de nitions and
motivations for evolutionary activity statistics are readily available elsewhere [2,
1, 3, 4, 13]. Evolutionary activity statistics aim to identify evolutionary innovations (here, new genotypes) that persist and continue to play a signi cant role

in a system because of their adaptive value. These statistics fall into two broad
classes: those re ecting evolutionary activity's extent and those re ecting its intensity. Here, we attend only to the extent of evolutionary activity, measuring
it with mean cumulative evolutionary activity (sometimes simply called \activity"), A, which in the present context is operationalized as the mean age of the
genotypes present in a system at a given time. So, in this context, the higher
a system's mean activity, the higher the mean age of the system's genotypes,
which means the greater the continual adaptive success of those genotypes. Intuitively, the extent of evolutionary activity concerns how much adaptive structure
is present in a system; one might refer to this as the continual adaptive success
of the system's components. By contrast, the intensity of evolutionary activity
re ects the rate at which new adaptive structure is being created. The extent
and intensity of adaptive evolutionary activity are independent. For example, if
a population of highly adaptive genotypes persist inde nitely without changing
and no new genotypes invade the system, then the extent of evolutionary activity is positive and perhaps grow over time, but the intensity of evolutionary
activity falls to nil.
To ensure that evolutionary activity statistics re ect the adaptive success of
the genotypes and not non-adaptive evolutionary forces like chance and necessity, one must use non-adaptive evolutionary systems called \neutral models" as
null hypotheses. That is, one must screen o the e ects of non-adaptive evolutionary forces like chance by comparing the evolutionary dynamics observed in
target evolutionary systems with those observed in analogous neutral models.
Such neutral analogues have heretofore been constructed by crafting systems that
\shadow" the target system in all relevant respects except that a shadow genotype's presence or concentration or longevity cannot be due to the genotype's
adaptive signi cance [3, 4]. Since neutral shadows are tailored to target systems,
they sharply show the target systems' deviation from the no-adaptation null
hypothesis. But neutral shadows have signi cant drawbacks, too, for studying
a new target system involves constructing and studying a new neutral shadow,
and it is vexing to make meaningful quantitative comparisons among di erent
tailor-made neutral shadows.
The obvious way to solve these problems is to create a generic neutral
model|one neutral model that can approximate many di erent neutral shadows. The immediate goal of this paper is to de ne such a generic neutral model
and test its usefulness for quantifying evolutionary activity across di erent systems. We pursue this goal by comparing the generic neutral model with two
simple evolutionary systems and their neutral shadows.

2 The Models
Packard's Line and Block Models. The Bugs simulation is a series of models

originated by Norman Packard [11, 2] and subsequently modi ed in various ways.
Packard's simulation is designed to be a very simple model of the evolution of
sensory-motor strategies. It consists of agents sensing the resources in their local

environment, moving as a function of what they sense, ingesting the resources
they nd, and reproducing or dying as a function of their internal resource levels.
The model's spatial structure is a grid of sites with periodic boundary conditions,
i.e., a toroidal lattice. The resource distributions studied here take two forms:
Line: a thin continuous strip, one cell in width, that wraps entirely around the
world, with all the other sites in the world entirely devoid of resources;
Block: a square block of resources, 15 cells on a side, with all other sites in the
world entirely devoid of resources.
In each case, resources are immediately replenished at a site whenever they
are consumed. The agents constantly extract resources and expend them by
living and reproducing. Agents ingest all of the resources (if any) found at their
current location and store them internally. Agents expend resources at each time
step by \paying" (constant) \existence taxes" and \movement taxes" (variable,
proportional to distance moved). If an agent's internal resource supply drops to
zero, it dies and disappears from the world.
Each agent moves each time step as dictated by its genetically encoded
sensory-motor map: a table of behavior rules of the form if (environment j
sensed) then (do behavior k). An agent receives sensory information about the
resources (but not the other agents) in the von Neumann neighborhood of ve
sites centered on its present location in the lattice. In the Line world, there are
exactly 4 detectable local environments: those detected by agents either on the
resource strip, immediately to the strip's left or right, or anywhere else. In the
Block world, there are exactly 14 detectable local environments: those detected
by agents either just on one of the four edges, or just o one of the four edges,
or in one of the four corners, or in the middle of the block, or anywhere else.
Each behavior k is a jump vector between one and fteen sites in any one of the
eight compass directions. Thus, an agent's genotype, i.e., its sensory-motor map,
is just a lookup table of sensory-motor rules. But the space in which adaptation
occurs is fairly large, consisting of 1204  108 and 12014  1029 distinct possible
genotypes in the Line and Block worlds, respectively. An agent reproduces (asexually, without recombination) if its resource reservoir exceeds a certain threshold.
The parent produces one child, which starts life with half of its parent's resource
supply. The child inherits its parent's sensory-motor map, except that mutations
may replace the behaviors linked to some sensory states with randomly chosen
behaviors.
A given simulation starts with randomly distributed agents containing randomly chosen sensory-motor strategies. The model contains no a priori tness
function, as Packard [11] has emphasized. Agents with maladaptive strategies
tend to nd few resources and thus to die, taking their sensory-motor genes
with them; by contrast, agents with adaptive strategies tend to nd sucient
resources to reproduce, spreading their sensory-motor strategies (with some mutations) through the population. In the Line world, the main adaptations that
occur are learning how to stay on the resource strip and learning to do so in step
with the other bugs on the strip (i.e., meshing with the \ ock" of other bugs
on the line). Another, secondary adaptation is optimizing the jump size on the

strip (smaller jumps are better): Furthermore, there is a slight adaptive advantage to learning how to get back on the strip when immediately adjacent to it. In
the Block world, as in the Line world, one adaptive pressure is to \ ock" along
with the other bugs, so as to minimize the changes of getting bumped into the
resource desert. But the basic adaptive strategy needed to survive on a resource
block is to move in a given direction and speed when in the middle of the block
until you detect the edge of the block, and then to jump back in the opposite direction into the middle of the block. A subpopulation of bugs following the same
strategy will form a ow that rolls across the block and re ects o its edge.
Since all bugs in the Line world must ock in step not to bump each other o
the resource strip, the tness landscape in the Line world has relatively narrow
peaks. By contrast, bugs that re ect di erent distances o the edge can co-exist,
and di erent subpopulations can form along di erent edges in a resource block,
in e ect lling di erent niches, so the Block's tness landscape allows for more
diversity and thus contains relatively broad peaks.
Neutral Shadows for Packard's Line and Block Models. The crucial
property of a \neutral shadow" of a model with emergent genotype dynamics is
that the shadow system's evolutionary dynamics are like its target model except
that a shadow genotype's activity cannot be due to its adaptive signi cance|
for it has no adaptive signi cance. The neutral shadow a Packard Bugs model
consists of a population of nominal \bugs" with nominal \genotypes." A shadow
\bug" has no spatial location and it cannot ingest resources or interact with
other \bugs." All it ever does is come into existence, perhaps reproduce (perhaps
often), and go out of existence; its only properties are its genotype and the times
of its birth, reproductions (if any), and death.
Each neutral shadow run corresponds to a speci c Line or Block model run.
The neutral shadow's birth and death events and mutation rate are directly
copied from those in the target run. When some creature is born in the target
run, a shadow parent is chosen at random (with equal probability) from the
shadow population to reproduce. The new shadow child inherits its parent's
genotype unless a mutation gives the child a new genotype. When some creature
dies in the Line or Block run a \creature" is chosen at random from the shadow
population and killed. Thus, all selection in the neutral shadow is random.
The evolutionary dynamics in a neutral shadow is a neutral di usion in genotype space. Genotypes arise and go extinct, and their concentrations change over
time, but the genotype dynamics are at best weakly linked to adaptation through
the birth and death rates determined by adaptation in the Line or Block model.
When adaptive genotypes are evolving in a Bugs run, one would expect their
genotype activity levels to be signi cantly higher than those in the corresponding neutral shadows. For, although individuals in the Bugs model and its neutral
shadow have the same birth, reproduction, and death rates, and their mutation
rates are the same, in the Bugs model natural selection can cull poorly adapted
genotypes and preserve well adapted genotypes while the selective force in the
neutral shadow is entirely random. The di erence between the activity levels in

the Bugs and its neutral shadow shows how much much natural selection a ects
Bugs activity.
A Generic Neutral Model. The generic model of neutral genotype evolution consists of a population of individuals that reproduce and die in a xed
genotype space. The genotype space is de ned by some number of loci at each of
which some number of alleles are segregating. Parameters that need to be specied in the generic neutral model are N , the size of the population of individuals,
r, the reproduction rate (the number of individuals that die and reproduce per
time step), l, the number of loci, a, the number of possible alleles per locus, ml ,
the probability that the allele at a given locus will be mutated when an individual is born. (The probability that an o spring will have mutation somewhere in
its genome, i.e., the mutation rate per individual is mi = 1 ; (1 ; ml )l .) The parameters together determine the model's generic behavior. The genotype space
is a hypercube of dimension l and size al (number of possible genotypes), with
each location in this space corresponding to a given genotype. The current state
of the model is given by the distribution of N individuals in genotype space. The
population wanders through the space stochastically, spreading and clustering
at random.
The individuals in the initial population are assigned genotypes at random.
Time is discrete, and moves forward each time step by iterating the following
two-step algorithm: (1) r individuals (selected at random, with replacement)
each produce a child that is genetically identical to itself except for mutations.
Mutant alleles are chosen at random from the set of possible alleles. (2) r individuals (selected at random, without replacement) die and are removed from
the population and are replaced by the r children produced at step (1).
This neutral model does not closely correspond to those systems in which
some of the generic model parameters are variable. E.g., in Tierra [12] the number
of loci is variable; indeed, it is not clear exactly what to count as a locus in
Tierra. In addition, population size and reproduction rate vary over time in
many arti cial models of evolution, such as Echo [7] and Packard's Bugs models.
Still, the neutral model might apply reasonably well to these systems if the
relevant neutral model parameters are set to plausible corresponding values.
For the comparisons here we set N and r to the mean observed value of the
corresponding parameter in the Bugs model. One of the goals of this study is to
assess the usefulness of the generic neutral model under such an approximation.

3 Experimental Methods
We observed the behavior of the Line and Block models, the Line and Block
neutral shadows, and the Line and Block generic neutral models across the mutation rate spectrum (varied on a log scale). All Packard model simulations were
started with a randomly initialized populations of 500 individuals. We did at
least 10 runs at every mutation rate in each model. We varied the simulation
time between 5  105 and 5  107 depending on the mutation rate. The transient
time is longer at lower mutation rates, and we aimed to have simulations that

were long enough to minimize variance due simply to simulation time. The parameters for the generic neutral model were set to correspond to the Line model
(four loci and 120 alleles per locus) and the Block model (fourteen loci and 120
alleles per locus). We determined average population size N and reproduction
rate r from each Line or Block model run and set corresponding parameter values in generic model runs. We dumped 5000 data points in each simulation, so
the time interval between data dumps varied with run length. We made sure
data dumping frequencies did not in uence our results. In the generic neutral
model evolutionary activity was calculated continuously, so the exact activity
value could be recorded in each data dump. But in the Bugs and neutral shadow
models genotype data was only sampled at each data dump. So, for simplicity,
we assumed that a genotype that rst appeared at a certain time arose immediately after the previous data dump. This procedure loses all information about
short-lived genotypes that arose and went extinct between data dumps, and it
signi cantly overestimates the age of short-lived genotypes that appear in only
a few data dumps. This bias was minimized by using shorter simulation time
and data dumping intervals for high mutation rates.

4 Results and Discussion
The top of Figure 1 shows the time average of the diversity normalized by the
time average of the population size, ND , for the Line and Block models, and for
shadow and generic neutral models of each, as a function of mutation rate, mi .
At very low mutation rates diversity levels o . This diversity oor is an artifact
of the nite population size. Inde nitely larger populations would inde nitely
lower this oor. These diversity data at mutation rates above the diversity oor
show three salient results: First, the dependence of normalized diversity on mutation rate for all four neutral models is strikingly similar. This provides evidence
that the generic neutral model is a good approximation of the neutral shadows.
Second, the normalized diversity of both Line and Block models is strikingly
lower than that for the neutral models|the expected result of natural selection
in the Line and Block models versus the random selection in the neutral models.
Third, the normalized diversity of the Line model is strikingly lower than that
for the Block model. This can be explained by the di erent tness landscapes
in the Block and Line world. Each tness landscape has several local peaks, but
the Block peaks are broader than the Line peaks and broader peaks support a
more diverse population.
The bottom of Figure 1 shows the time average of activity, A, as a function
of mutation rate, mi , for the Line and Block models and for shadow and generic
neutral models of each. The activity ceiling in the Line and Block models at lower
mutation rates is partly an artifact of simulation time; a genotype's observed
age cannot exceed simulation time and the longest runs we did lasted 5  107
time steps. Longer simulations would raise the observed activity values at very
low mutation rates. Where una ected by the activity ceiling artifact, the timeaveraged activity data show three signi cant results.
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Fig. 1. Above: Time average of diversity (normalized by dividing by time average of
average population size), ND , as a function of mutation rate per individual, mi , for the
Line and Block models, their neutral shadows, and generic neutral models for them.
Below: Time average of evolutionary activity, A, as a function of mutation rate per
individual, mi , for the Line and Block models, their neutral shadows, and generic
neutral model for them, along with lines showing the power laws which approximately
t these data (at certain mutation rates). In both graphs, error bars indicate standard
deviations of time averages computed from at least ten runs per mutation rate.

First, activity in all the neutral models is quite similar, especially considering
that we did not account for di erences in population size and reproduction rate in
the Line and Block worlds. Furthermore, activity's dependence on mutation rate
approximately ts a power law of the form A / m;i , where neutral = 1:0  0:1
(all error bounds are standard deviations). This power law can be explained by
adapting an argument of Kimura [8]. Kimura found that the average time it
takes for a new mutant gene to reach xation during neutral evolution, on the
assumption that genes get substituted one after another and not at the same
time, can be described by two time scales. The rst time scale|the time it takes
on average for a neutral mutant to spread throughout the population|is proportional basically to the population size. The second time scale|the time it
takes on average for such a mutant gene to occur in the population|is proportional to the number of mutations that occur, which is proportional to m;i 1 .
Kimura's assumption that genes are substituted one after another corresponds
in our neutral models to the assumption that genotypes are substituted one after
another, and this assumption holds when the mutation rate is not too high. So,
for low mutation rates Kimura's discussion applies equally well to genotype substitution in our neutral models, with Kimura's new mutant gene corresponding
to our new mutant genotype. For low enough mutation rates only the second
time scale is relevant; the other time scale is basically constant (because population is basically constant) and becomes negligible. So, evolutionary activity,
which corresponds to the mean lifetime of genotypes, will be proportional to the
second time scale, i.e., to m;i 1 .
The second signi cant result in the activity data is that the magnitude of
activity is signi cantly higher in both Line and Block than in the neutral models,
as is the slope of activity's dependence on mutation rate. Lower neutral model
activity can be explained by the lack of adaptation in the neutral models. Random selection in neutral models does not preferentially preserve well-adapted
genotypes but natural selection in the Line and Block models does, so Line and
Block activity is expected to exceed neutral model activities.
The third signi cant activity result is that the magnitude of the activity is
signi cantly higher in the Line model than in the Block model, as is the slope
of activity's dependence on mutation rate. Although the data are somewhat
ambiguous, at relatively higher mutation rates the Line and Block activity's
dependence on mutation rate might approximately t power laws with Line =
2:2  0:2 and Block = 1:4  0:1. Our activity data at lower mutation rates
are clearly a ected by the activity ceiling artifact; we expect that the slope of
the Line and Block activity will fall to ;1 at low enough mutation rates, but
the activity ceiling prevents us from resolving this here. We expect that the
di erences in the Line and Block tness landscapes can explain the di erences
in activity magnitude and slope in the Line and Block worlds. Evidently, fewer
successful genotypes residing on narrow tness peaks persist signi cantly longer
than more genotypes (therefore lower average population size per genotype)
residing on broader peaks. In addition, on narrow tness peaks more than on
broad peaks, the extent of adaptation seems to fall faster as mutation rate rises.

Current work includes resolving the activity's di erent dependence on mutation
rate in the Line and Block models. This project is especially engaging because
we have precise quantitative results needing explanation.

5 Conclusions
Comparing diversity and evolutionary activity in Packards's Line and Block
worlds and in their shadow and generic neutral models, yields a variety of precise
and interesting quantitative results. Some are due to the fact that the neutral
models are devoid of adaptation, others to the di erent tness landscapes in the
Line and Block worlds. Both illustrate the power and promise of using neutral
models to quantify adaptive evolution in di erent evolutionary systems.
The absence of adaptation in the neutral models explains their relatively
high diversity and low activity, compared with the Line and Block worlds, as
well as the lower slope with which activity depends on mutation rate in the neutral models. The di erences we observed have three related implications: they
con rm the appropriateness of using activity statistics to measure the extent of
adaptive structure in an evolving system, thereby con rming the appropriateness
of using neutral model activity to measure the amount of activity that can be
attributed to adaptation as opposed to other evolutionary forces like chance and
necessity, and thereby con rming the importance of the generic neutral model.
The generic neutral model closely approximates the behavior of di erent specialpurpose neutral shadows; dependence of diversity and activity on mutation rate
is remarkably similar in all of them. Having one simple generic neutral model
removes the need to make a new neutral shadow for each evolutionary model and
allows us to study the general properties of neutral models in one fell swoop. To
be sure, the generic neutral model has so far passed only a preliminary test, and
its nal con rmation can come only if it successfully approximates many more
neutral shadows. Conducting these further tests is a subject of current work,
as is discerning the generic neutral model's typical behavior. The results discussed above reveal an important di erence between the evolutionary dynamics
of neutral and adaptive evolutionary systems, and the generic neutral model is
an excellent tool for discerning and understanding this di erence.
The magnitude and slope of activity's dependence on mutation rate also reveals the fundamental di erence between the Line and Block tness landscapes.
This, too, con rms the appropriateness of measuring the extent of adaptive
structure in a system with activity statistics, thereby underscoring the utility
of neutral models in general and the generic neutral model in particular. For
example, we can measure how much the observed activity re ects the force of
adaptive evolution by appropriately normalizing observed activity against the
corresponding neutral model, e.g., by dividing observed activity by the corresponding neutral activity. If we call this fraction by which observed activity
exceeds neutral (non-adaptive) activity a system's excess evolutionary activity
[13], then a power-law dependence of activity on mutation rate (over part of the
mutation rate spectrum) implies simple power-law dependence of excess activ-

ity on mutation rate in the Line and Block models. Such excess activity power
laws raise intriguing questions: Does excess activity show similar power laws in
a broad class of evolutionary models? If so, what exactly explains the magnitude
and exponent in the laws? Answering any of these questions would signi cantly
advance our quantitative understanding of adaptive evolution. And a key tool for
facilitating these precise quantitative comparisons is the generic neutral model.
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